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ABSTRACTS

En、，iro珈mental PoUution．

——Based On

PubUc HeaIth Demand and Eco肿mic DeVelopment

Regulation E仃ect and Threshold Effbct (4)

Yang Sihan，Tong Menghua，Zhang Xiaoyan

(＆^DoZ Q厂眈Dnomics，Do，渺ei￡厩劫e船ify矿尼n∞ce帆d Eco凡omics，D以i帆J_，6舵5)

Abstract：Based on the panel data of cities at prefecture 1eVel and above in China from 2003 to 20 1 6，

this paper uses panel fixed ef艳ct model and thresh01d regression method to explore the con．elation mecha-

nism among environmental pollution， public health demand and economie development．The result shows

that，firstly，environmental pollution has a disturbing regulatory efkct on the path of the impact of public

health demand on economic development；secondly，the regulatory ef玷ct is nonlinear，the eff’ect of public

health demand on economic deVelopment appears suppress and then promote following the pollution increas-

es；thirdly，the regulatory efkct has significant regional heterogeneity．The economic development and fiscal

decentralization can promote the innection point ahead，reduce the negative impact befbre the innection

point and improve the positive impact after the innection point．If the characteristic Variables of eity’s econo—

my and system are not considered，underestimated regression results will be gotten．This paper en“ches the

releVant，research results of the relationship among environmental poUution，public health demand and eco-

nomic development，and has important theoretical reference and p01icy enlightenment for China’s urban coor．

dinated enVironmental constlllction，people’s livelihood constmction and economic constmction．

Key words：environmental p01lution；social health demand；economic development；regulator)r ef亿ct；

thresho】d e￡fect

The NEEQ Tiered System，Ventllre Capital and Stock LiqIlidity：

Empirical E、，idence from PSM—DⅢMethod (16)

Hong Fangwei，Jiang Yuexiang

(．Sc^Dof旷＆onomics，觋巧i觎g溉觇瑙渺，日孵^oM 3JoD27)

Abstract：The tiered system is a basic and characteristic institutional arrangement of the NEEQ(Na—

tional Equities Exchange and Quotations)market，and its policy effects have not been fully tested yet．r11llis

article takes the 1ack of liquidity in the NEEQ market as the entry point，and uses the“quasi—natural exper-

iment”propensity score matching double dif玷rence method(PSM—DID)for the fiI．st time to study the impact

of the tier adjustment of NEEQ companies in 2016—2020 on stock liquidity，and examine the r01e of venture

capital in it．The study found that： (1)Venture capital can exert positive efkcts such as screening，supenri—

sion and certification，theI．eby increasing the probability of NEEQ companies being selected into innovation

tier． (2)7rhe transfer of NEEQ companies into the innovation tier will significantly improve their liquidity，

while the transfer out of the innovation tier will reduce the liquidity，however，this eH．ect has a short dura-

tion and tends to decline year by year． (3)The ef耗ct of the tiered system on stock liquidity is more pID-

nounced in companies that are not supported by venture capital- (4)This article fhrther finds that the newly

launched “premium tier”has also significantly improved the short—terIn liquidity of stocks．This anicle en—

riches the domestic research on the fhnction of Venture capital，fills the academic gap by empirically apply—

ing the PSM—DID test on the policy eff宅ct of the NEEQ tiered system，and has positive meaning for evaluat—

ing and improving the construction of the NEEQ market system．

Key words：NEEQ；tiered system；venture capital；liquidity；PSM—DID
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On the Realistic Path of Flllly hnplementing the CiVn Code

Wang kming

(29)

(L伽&^DDf，尺e凡m讥‰劫e邢渺旷铂ino，Be∥i愕m∞72)
Abstract：The CiVil Code is the first law named“Code”in the People’s Republic of China．It is a fun·

damental law of the market economy，an encyclopedia of citizens’life，a declaration of ciVil rights pmtec-

tion，and a pillar of the nation fbr managing the people and goveming the country．The promulgation of the

Civil Code will surely provide important institutional guarantees for the pe叩le’s h印py life，for the whole

people to upgrade the national govemance system and modemization of govemance capabilities，and fbr the

promotion of the high—quality development of the market economy．ne implementation of the Ci、ril Code is

about to h印pen and the fuU implementation of it requires co血bing the cun．ent laws and regulations，realiz-

ing the mutual connections between the old and the new laws，and stren昏hening the enacting，amending or

repealing of relevant laws．Meanwhile，legislative interpretation should be used as an important means to

supplement，update，inte叩ret，and improve the mles of the Civil Code．In addition，to restrict public rights

and pmtect private rights requires advancing law—based goVernment administration，and to“lly implement

the Civil Code should enhance combing and fonllulation of the judicialinterpretation．

Key words：the Civil Code；law-based govemment administration；judicid interpretation；protection

fbr private rights；China’s govemance system and capacity

On the RaIll【of the Principle of EquaI Protecti仰of Real磁ght by Law (37)
Cui Jianyuan

(￡删&^oof，孔i，劬u口‰如e，si￡y，Be玎i，曙^Df)D静)
Abstract：Legal status is the most abstract and its purpose and function are to solve the problem of

whether the state，the collective，the private or other market subjects are recognized as civil subjects by civil

1aw，that is，whether they can enjoy civil rights(including property rights)and bear coITesponding obligations．

Because it only solves this key point，its equality is relatively thorough．The right to deVelopment is second

to the legaLl status，but it also belongs to the category of qualifications rather than speci6c ciVil rights．The

problem it s01ves is that certain types of market entities can only engage in such business， and the other

types can only involve in that activities，and they all must not go beyond the boundary．It is Very important

to many companies，and it is no exaggeration to say that it is vital to their lives．For there are dif论rent foms

0f development，such as noHnal development，thriving gmwth，and“sun，ival in the cracks”，the status of

market entities’acquisition of property rights wiU show dif玷rences，which is dil-ectly related to the basic

system of a specific society or a specific country．The principle of equal legal protection of real rights is at

the end，because the equal 1egal status of marl【et entities detemines the equal development rights of marl【et

entities，which in tum detenIlines the principle of equal legal protection of real rights．Without the equal legal

status of market entities，it is dimcult to exist the equal development rights of it，and then there is also no

10nger the principle of equal pmtection for property rights by 1aw．The principle of equal legal protection of re—

al rights also in tum guarantees the realization the legal status and the equality to the deVelopment rights．

Key words：market entity；1egal status；the right to development；equal protection；real right by law

An Analysis of the Rllles of Judicial Termillation of Contract in CMna Ci、ril Code

fr咖PrOcedure L踟PerspectiVe (46)

Xiao Jianguo，Song Shichao

(￡删．sc五oof，尺enm汛‰觇邢毋∥傩i儿凸，曰e玎i增JDD872)
Abstract：The svstem of iudicial termination of contracts established by China Civil Code includes two

types：judicial te彻ination based on change of circumstance and judicial tennination by the breaching party

of non—monetary debt．The fb瑚er has a relatively solid fbundation in practice and theory，while the latter is

highly controversial．In the pmcess of codification of the code，academia罢尹nerally misunderstood the Article
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1 10 of the China Contract Law，trying to use the“contract deadlock’’to demonstrate the necessity of iudicial

tennination by the breaching party．Combining the legal principles of civil def色nse and confinning—action，
the review f而m procedure law perspective shows that Article 1 10 of the Contract Law does not contain anv

legal loopholes that cause“contract deadlock”．The legislative reasons fbr the judicial tenllination system in．

clude the adjustment of the concept of contract law，the donnaney of the con6nning—action and certain acci．

dental factors．Judicial te册ination is an unnecessary and non—retroactive fo咖ing—action．Based on the pm．

Visions of the CiVil Code and the principles of civil procedure，its judicial application has its own mles and

characCedstics．

Key words：judicial tennination；fbn．Iling—action；def色nse； impossibility of peIfonnance；change of

circllmstance

On the Releva眦e of G哪mnteed Debt Liti2ation Limitatio璐

and Prjmary Debt Limitatio璐 (58)

Shi Guanbin

(￡口llJ&^oo，，胞ncm沈面e瑙如y，心Du J 7：口228)

Abstract：Gu踟nteed debt litigation limitations is the statutory period during which creditors seek pub．
1ic power to pmtect their guamnteed claims．The application of general limitations is not necessarily the same

as the main debt of that．It is also completely diff'erent f而m the connotation of the guarantee period that de．

te珊ines whether the guarantee debt is generated．Although the guarantor can invoke the limitations defbnse

of the principal debtor as a defense for not assuming the guaranty liability，it is not subordinate to the limi．

tations of the main debt，and the expiration of the main debt of limitations does not result in guaranteed debt

of 1jmjtations．The te玎11jna“on or suspensjon of the main debt limitations does not af．fect the calculation of the

guarantee debt limitations．On the one hand，the initial calculation of limitations of the general guarantee

debt，in principle，is a pI．econdition that does not enforce a main debt court decision．When the limitations

of the primary debt is tenninated or suspended，the limitations of the general l舛arantee debt lawsuit has not

yet commenced，so it is naturaJly impossible to cause the so—called inte删ption or suspension．On the other

hand，the creditor’s requirement for the joint guarantor to bear the guaranty liability does not presuppose
that it requires the primary debtor to bear the guaranty liability．Because the two are not really joint debts，

so the joint guarantor debt is also independent in the calculation of tlle limitations of action．conversely，the

te珊ination or suspension of 1imitations for guaranteed debt actions has nothing to do with the limitations for

primary debt．

Key words：guaranteed debt litigation limitation； guarantee period； joint debt； general guarantee；

joint liability guarantee

Social Autonomy and Gover砌ent Control：

The Tramtion and Factors of Rural Govemance in China (67)

Wang Weijinl，Lu Jiehua2

(』．，船f以u￡e Q厂只庙fic A dm讥括trmio凡nnd日“m∞Reso“rces，De口eZ01p，瑚眦Rese帆^(沁n抛r o厂t^e Stme

cDM聊以，Be驴i昭JDoDJ『D；2．尺ese帆^cen￡er矿劬i胎se．socie钞帆d De秽efop撇眦，Pe硒增‰劫e瑙毋，
眈驴i愕JDD87J)

Abstmct：In the long—te瑚courSe of hist删cal ev01ution，ChineseⅢ】·al govemance has fomed social

autonomy tradition and social contr01 tradition．There are several stlllctural factors。 such as the tax svstem

based on ag“cultural economy，the political concept of inactive imperial power，the social structure based on

family ethics，the goVemance thoughts combing Confucianism and Legalism，and the disaster—prone ecologi．
cal stmcture． At present， these traditional elements can be found in the current即vemance innovations．

HoweVer，in order to tmly promote the institutionalization of these practices and enhance the effbctiveness of

rural goVemance， it is necessary to recognize the applicable conditions and￡he inherent obstacles faced by
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these traditions．Considering these，it’s important

community in rural area， deVelop and protect new

goVemment management and social autonomy．

to build a seⅣice—oriented govemment，constlllct social

county sage，and realize the positive interaction between

l(ey words：social goVemance；mral goVemance；autonomy；Baojia；Tbwnship Treaty

Non呻r06t IIltememary：A PIlblic Afj嘣rs Panicipati佃Pattem Of Social OrgaIlization

Ve of Social Capital Theory (78)
Hu Wei，Gao Yingce

(&^oof矿凡6比锄仇瑙，历盯i四曙‰劫e您渺，日孵^oH 3JD∞8)
Abstract：F0r social organizations，especially those that are nonIlally not directly involved in the provi·

sion of public senrices，this study proposes the“non—profit intenllediary”as an operation pattem of involve-

ment in public甜hirs．The social capital theory emphasizes the role of social relations in reducing the diffi．

culty of transactions and promoting cooperation between individuals or organizations．Based on this，if a wide

range of social organizations can cultivate social capital and apply it to the aspects that contribute to public

welfare，they can help the sociELl development as “non—pr06t intennediaries”by fbcusing on social relation-

ship networks．By demonstrating the cultiVation of social capital in the daily activities of the alumni associa—

tion network of Zhejiang University and the application of social c印ital in the COVID一1 9 epidemic，this pa-

per also provides support for the model of“non—profit intennediary”based on typical cases．

Key words：social organization；social c印ital；non-．profit intemediary；public sen，ice；alumni association

“Gender”Revolution and Two Fo珊s of Gender ConstI．Ilctivism (88)

Sun Mingzhe

(coffe酽矿既ibDp^y，Ⅳ0n^叫est‰如e您i￡y，舡、帆7JDJ27)
Abstract：As an important part of Westem political correctness，gender pluralism is becoming more

and more powerfhl，and has fbnlled the theoretical and practical trend of replacing the dual sex—perspective．

Throu曲the elabomtion of gender reVolution，a unique westem 1anguage and cultural change，two forms of

gender constmctivism and its uniqueness in westem culture are presented．Since the 20th century，“gender”

has been used to refer to Xingbie，and has gradually replaced“sex"since the 1970s，which has led to the

contradiction between the naturalness and soc础ty of gender．When“sex”is replaced by“gender’’，the re—

lationship between gender and physiology is theoretieally denied，which pmmotes and sn．engthens the gender

pluralism to become a legitimate social concept．This is a cuhural change with unique Westem characteristics．

Key words：gender pluralism；gender Constmctivism；gender perspective；“Gender’'revolution；feminism

What Is“Cllinese Heme玳utics”? (95)

Pre—subjective Interpretation：The Foundational Concept of Chinese Hemeneutics (日ucE，谬I，L堪^un，

Collaborative Innovation Center for C0nfucian Civilization，Shandong UniVersity)；What Kind of Chinese

Henneneutics Should Be Expected?(凡yo，谢u凡，Chinese Hen_11eneutics Research Center，Shandong University)；
r111e Constlllctions from Westem“Philos叩hical Hemeneutics”to Chinese“Philosophical Exegesis’’(历0ng
XZ∞zi，zg，AdVanced Institute for Confhcianism Study，Shandong UniVersity)

The B戚s of Indi订dual融ght to L如of Natio衄l Legitimacy

—The Lo西cal Staning Point of Ro髑e跏’s Social C仰t豫ct Thought (107)

Jin Dan

(Sc^oof Q厂肘n聪括m，z危可iong￡肮如e瑙i纱Q厂死c危nofDgy，日册gz^oM 3JDDJ『4)

Absrtact： Rousseau thinks that the establishment of social contract is actually in pursuit of a state’s

legitimacy，an ef艳ctive way to ensure the stability and peace of the country．From the perspective of contract

theory，state legitimacy is a social contract in fo瑚，but in essence，the logical staning point of the contract
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is the individual’s right to life．Therefore，the legitimacy of the state lies in providing the“public will basis”

for the individual’s right to life by means of social contract．Under the State Community，the individual dghl

to life wiU inevitably encounter intemal connicts，that is。the contmdiction between the communitv and the

individual on the right to life．In this case，according to t11e law of social contract theory，the 1egitimacy of

the state is to solve the intemal connict of individual right to lif宅．

Key words：right to life；state；le西timacv

on the Endogeneity，Coo删nation and Ecology of Mo豫l Edu傀ti仰C伽mIIIlity
Cao Zheng，Ren Shaobo

(．sc^oof Q厂』IZn肮括m，刃l盯io，lg￡厩劫ersi钞，日册铲九ou 3J『D∞8)
Abstract：The endogeneity，coordination and ecolo；秽of moral education community have rich conno．

tation： endogeneity contains the intemal 1aw of the development of moral education，which based on the

generation and satisfaction of the main needs of moral education，it deteHnines the power generation of moral

education conununity．The essence of eoordination lies in breaking the ba耐ers between the subjects and ele．

ments of moral education， and exploring the systematic constlllction of moral education community in three

dimensions： macr0，meso and micr0．EeoIogy highIights the inhedtance and transf0珊ation of moral educa—

tion community in the environmentaI change， and promotes its continuous evolution．Deepening the under-

standing of the endogeneity，coordination and ecology of moral education community is not only the need of

the objective to improve the ef玷ctiveness of moral education practice，but also help to constmct a three—di．

mensional education svstem with moral education as the fundamental task．

1【ey words：moral education community；endogeneity；coordination；ec0109y

Cheng Hao and Cheng Yi’s Discu豁ion on the“

and Their Signmc锄ce in the

Fan Lizhou

l【ingly Way”and“GoVemance”

Contemporary (117)

(Isc^oof o厂HM，脚疵施s，日伽萍^o“^『Dr呦f【，n如e船ify，日帆昭^Du 3JJJ2J)

Abstract：Cheng Hao and Cheng Yi’s political thoughts fbcus on the first place on the origin of the

monarch’s mind．Compared with the improvement of the militar)r and criminal 1egal system，as weU as that of

fiseal and taxation and administrative efficiency，“rectifying the monarch’s mind"is more thomugh and more

important．The kin舀y politics they interpret can and musf occupy the primary position，because it is the or-

der and command of the heavenly principle．Kindy politics is the conscious response of the politicians to

their inner nature．Following the heaVenly principle to implement kingly politics is not only the manifbstation

of the cause of the“outer king”，but also the requirement of the“inner saint”．Therefore，kinglv politics should

conduct“pure kingly goVemance"by the saint king with“pure kingly heart”．At the same time，the Cheng
bfDthers also expIored specific ways to govem the country and did not exclude the role of compulsoIv disci．

pline forces in contmlling the society．Numerous p01itical issues forced them to think in line with the times．

rather than simply looking fbr ready—made answers f而m ancient schemes．The theoly of the Cheng brothers

spread through the“nine misters of the Yuanfeng period”in Zhejiang and Jiangxi，acting as the precedent of the

Yon百ia School of the Southem Song Dynasty．‘rhe origin of the Zhe—studies comes from the Luo—studies．The

Cheng brothers’thoughts of the mle of man embodies a persistent identification with morality and it still has

its unique meaning in the contemporary context of“rule by law”and“11lle by vinue"．

Key words：the Cheng brothers；the Kingly Way；govemance；rule by man；Zhe—studies

How ShouM Contemporary Literature Be Written稍th IIItegrity and Complexity
——A Kind of InVestigation based on“Historicization” (127)

Wu Xiuming

(Dep甜tmem《Ck凇se L讧ermWe，z嘲inng Un妇ersity，H帆?寥hou 3l0058)

Abstract：The historicization of contemporary literature is based on the historical，logical and rational
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judgment of a la唱e number of historical texts．It not only needs to do specific and practical knowledge ge-

nealog)r work，but also needs to have a high—level overaU observation and integration．In this respect，in—

te铲ity and complexity are undoubtedly the two important keywords or entry points 1eading to the deep level．

How to obsen，e and grasp the oVeraU history of the intertwining of“inte铲ation”and“hetemgeneity”from the

height of historical knowledge，presenting its complexity while still clarifying the history as it should be，is a

responsibility of researchers．Only by establishing an overall in—depth analysis fhmework and giving a clear

inte叩retation，can we achieve a more accurate and more profound evaluation and gmsp of contemporary lit-

erary history．

1(ey、^，ords：integrity；complexity；historieization

Drming Away?

——on the DiVOrce and UIlion between Literary TheOry and Litemry P咫ctice

Zhu Guohua

(138)

(5c^002 Q，Jn￡er凡(掂ion应吼inese 5￡Mdies，z沁t吼in口J7、70，T，剃U凡i口e，丐i炒，5^c嘞反2DD24J)
Abstract：This paper starts with a succinct review and aims at a critical renection of the relationship

between literary theory and literary practice since the New Era．The paper obsenres，literary theory，nour-

ished at the beginning of The New Era，has functioned，along with literary criticism，as an inte铲al compo-

nent to a community of literary inte叩retation，and developed a ben远n intemctive relationship with 1itemry

practice．However，literary theory has铲adually drifted away f而m literary practice since it took on the so—

called discipline autonomy．While this process may be irreversible，the author maintains that literary theory

can be expected to haVe a fhture as it may deVelop in response to a certain mode of grand literature into a

new discipline in the humanities and become a theoretical foundation for liberal ans literacy．

Key words：literary theory；literary practice；literary criticism；grand literature

Water Environment of the Yellow础ver，the Huai砒ver，the Gmnd CanaJ as weU as Lakes

Water Co璐ervancy System of Subei A阳a in the Middle and Late Qing Dynasty

and the

(145)

Wang Jiangel，Yuanhui2

(1．Rese伽矗CP凡把r Q厂日妇￡Dric以Ge叼印砂，凡don№如e倦妙，．s危肌西反20舛粥；
2．胁砒M￡e矿日曲foric盔Resenrc矗，血”舻u Ac础，可矿舶c澍&iewes，Ⅳ(耐i愕2JDD舛)

Abstracts：Water envimnment change of the YeUow River，the Huai River and the Grand Canal made

the lake bottom of Hongze Lake silt up and river bed of the YeUow River rise．To ensure the canal to be un．

blocked and the Yellow River to be controlled。the authoritv built Gaojiavan in order to accumulate water of

the Huai River to fight against now of the YeUow River．With the f1Jrther silting up of the YeUow River bed

as well as increasing frequency of YeUow River entering into the lake，the whole hydrological situation char-

acterized with ecological眢ovemance model when the authoritv ea币ed out the water control strategy in order

to accumulate water of the Huai River to fight against now of the YeUow River had stopped appearing．This

change fbrced the authority to concentrate the critical control point of now on the area named ShanYang and

Xuyi where five dams were located．Based on this，a new contml point f0瑚ed．More water now diseharged

through dams， accelerating the open of channels leading to the Yan昏ze River and aggraVating the nood in

Lixiahe area．All environmental changes not onlv caused nood，but also pIDmoted the development of Weitian

6eld svstem and Duotian 6eld svstem in Subei area．

1【ey word_s：water conservancy in north Jiangsu；Great canal；Polder field
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